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Abstract
Hardware is often represented as an abstract layer that behaves correctly, executes instructions and
produces a result. However, side effects due to the execution of computations on actual computers can
lead to information leakage. Fault attacks also threaten security, by generating errors in the physical
system and thus bypassing security mechanisms. Typically, information leakage from side-channel
attacks includes power consumption or electromagnetic emissions, and fault attacks include altering
the system’s power supply or clock. All of these attacks require physical access to the device. In
contrast, my research activities since October 2015 have focused on side-channel and fault attacks that
do not require physical access, and instead use the micro-architecture components of the processors.
These attacks are software-based, and, therefore, remotely executable.

Themain research challenge in micro-architectural attacks is to build secure systems and hardware
that are immune to these vulnerabilities. In this manuscript, I give a partial view of my contributions
in this domain, focusing on the attack surface, one of the main issues we face. In the first part, we cover
the hardware attack surface, i.e., the discovery of new side channels in unsuspected micro-architectural
components. In the second part, we focus on a particular deliverymethod for side-channel attacks: web
browsers.

Résumé
Le matériel est souvent représenté comme une couche abstraite qui se comporte de manière correcte,
exécutant des instructions et produisant un résultat. Cependant, des effets de bords dus à l’exécution
des calculs sur une machine peuvent créer des fuites d’informations sensibles. Les attaques par fautes
menacent également la sécurité, en générant des erreurs sur le système physique et donc en con-
tournant les mécanismes logiciels de sécurité. Typiquement, les fuites d’informations qui découlent
d’attaques par canaux auxiliaires incluent la consommation de courant ou les émanations électromag-
nétiques, et les attaques par fautes incluent la modification de l’alimentation électrique ou de l’horloge
du système. Toutes ces attaques requièrent un accès physique à l’appareil. Au contraire, ma recherche
depuis octobre 2015 s’intéresse aux fuites d’informations et attaques par fautes qui ne requièrent au-
cun accès physique, et qui utilisent les composants de micro-architecture des processeurs. Ces attaques
sont réalisables par logiciel, et donc exécutables à distance.

L’enjeu principal de la recherche sur les attaques liées à la micro-architecture est de construire des
systèmes et du matériel sûrs et résistants à ces vulnérabilités. Dans ce manuscrit, je donne une vue
partielle de mes contributions dans ce domaine, en me concentrant sur la surface d’attaque, l’un des
principaux problèmes auxquels nous sommes confrontés. Dans la première partie, nous couvrirons la
surface d’attaque matérielle, c’est-à-dire la découverte de nouveaux canaux auxiliaires dans des com-
posants micro-architecturaux insoupçonnés. Dans la seconde partie, nous nous concentrerons sur une
méthode particulière de diffusion des attaques par canaux auxiliaires : les navigateurs web.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The following document is a synthesis of my research activity since my PhD defense in October 2015.
After a postdoc at IAIK, Graz University of Technology, Austria, I joined the EMSEC team at the IRISA
lab, in Rennes, France, in October 2017. I then joined the Spirals team at the CRIStAL lab, in Lille,
France, in February 2021. In the last seven years, my research activities have addressed a variety of
topics, however, all related to micro-architectural security. During this time, I have had the pleasure to
see the domain growing, from a few papers per year (and a domain admittedly not very bustling, if not
a bit comatose, according to my own PhD supervisors) to dedicated sessions in every international top-
tier security, micro-architecture, and system conferences. I have been, arguably, the main co-advisor
of two successful doctorates, Thomas Rokicki (defended on November 29, 2022) and Guillaume Didier
(defended January 20, 2023). I currently co-advise a third-year doctoral student, Pierre Ayoub (since
2020, co-advised with Aurélien Francillon), and a first-year doctoral student, Antoine Geimer (since
2022, main co-advisor).

1.1 Micro-architectural security

Hardware is often represented as an abstract layer that behaves correctly, executing instructions and
producing a result. However, side effects due to the execution of computations on actual computers can
create information leakage. Fault attacks also threaten security, by generating errors on the physical
system and thus bypassing security mechanisms. Typically, information leakage from side-channel
attacks includes power consumption or electromagnetic emissions, and fault attacks include altering
the system’s power supply or clock. All these attacks require physical access to the device and are
referred to as physical attacks. In contrast, I am interested in attacks that do not require physical access,
and that use micro-architectural components of processors, hereafter referred to as micro-architectural
attacks. These attacks are all software-based, and, therefore, remotely executable. Let us depict a brief
overview of the different classes of micro-architectural attacks.

In 1996, Kocher published his seminal work on side-channel attacks [91] by describing the first
timing attacks against various cryptosystems: just by measuring the execution time of private key
operations, an attacker can derive secret keys. In the following decade, the cache has been used to
obtain more fine-grained information [23, 27, 119, 120, 117, 154]. Side-channel attacks are mainly
due to optimizations in modern processors and operating systems, and in particular to shared micro-
architectural components. The attacks use components such as the CPU cache [33, 82, 104, 117, 120,
178, 181, 179], the branch prediction unit [6, 9, 57, 58, 60], the memory management unit [67, 68,
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137], floating point units [17], the ring interconnect [118], or even CPU ports [8, 10]. Indeed, these
optimizations create differences in the execution time of programs, thus revealing secret information.

In contrast, fault attacks exploit physics and are more active attacks. While hardware operates
correctly within some physical boundaries, the goal for an attacker is to push the components outside
of these boundaries, using software only. Today, the most studied fault-based attack without physical
access concerns DRAM and is called Rowhammer [30, 45, 46, 63, 71, 73, 78, 88, 89, 93, 99, 111, 116,
125, 128, 145, 150, 158, 177]. Internally, each DRAM cell consists of a capacitor and a transistor, which
electrically implement a 0 or a 1. By repeatedly accessing cells, the charge of these cells leaks out and
interacts electrically with the charge of neighboring cells. Thus, it is possible to change the value of
cells in memory without ever having accessed them.

Finally, a novel class of attacks appeared in 2018, transient execution attacks [40, 90, 103]. They
exploit transient instructions, i.e., instructions that are not committed to the architectural state, due
to a misprediction in speculative execution, or a fault. Functional correctness is ensured by pipeline
flushes, which discard any architectural effects of pending instructions. Nevertheless, these instruc-
tions leave traces in micro-architecture — traces that we have spent a solid decade perfecting the art
of retrieving through side channels. Transient execution attacks have much more severe outcomes
than side-channel and fault attacks, having been shown to be able to leak, e.g., kernel memory and
passwords.

My research has spanned mostly side-channel attacks, moderately fault attacks (and in particular,
Rowhammer attacks), and very sparingly transient execution attacks. This manuscript focuses solely
on side-channel attacks.

1.2 Challenges

The main challenge of research on micro-architectural security is to build secure systems and hard-
ware that are immune to these vulnerabilities. Faced with this challenge, I distinguish two main issues:
1) the attack surface is not well known today, both at the hardware and software level, 2) current coun-
termeasures suffer from an adoption problem, due to performance, cost, and scaling reasons. While
I do have contributions related to countermeasures [70, 139, 140], most of my work pertains to the
attack surface, this is thus the focus of this Habilitation à Diriger des Recherches. I believe that studying
the attack surface is a necessary and preliminary step in designing efficient countermeasures. Indeed,
a system that would be, e.g., entirely protected against cache attacks, even with the most exquisite and
efficient cache design, would not fare well, with the same attacker model, regarding any attack on any
other component. Of course, the task of a defender is, in essence, asymmetric compared to the one of
an attacker. Much like the Rebels attacking the Death Star in Star Wars, an attacker only has to find a
single entry point, whereas a defender has to make sure that all entry points are secured.

The attack surface itself is, however, not a small matter. We aim at finding vulnerabilities — which,
let us remember, exist whether we find them or not — to defend against them. From a defensive per-
spective, the task is, therefore, immense: we need to find all vulnerabilities an attacker could exploit!
Furthermore, micro-architecture sits between the hardware and software interface. This means that
part of the attack surface is tied to hardware, leading to a first research question “What are the vul-
nerable components, and how to use them to leak secret data?”, and part of the attack surface is tied to
software, leading to a second research question “What are the vulnerable pieces of software, and what
are the different attack deliveries?”.
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1.3 My contributions

In this section, I give an overview of my various contributions, even though I will not detail all of them
in this manuscript.

DRAMA [122]
Prefetch [72]
Flush+Flush [74, 54]
Branch Prediction Units [24]
Take A Way (AMD) [102]

new pRimitives

SGX [143, 142] Fantastic timers [141]
ARM [101] SoK [131]
Cloud [107] Keystroke timing [100]

Port contention [130]

new enviRonments

side channel attacK suRface

DrawnApart [95]
CPU generation [132]

fingeRpRinting

web bRowseRs

Rowhammer.js [73]
Drammer [158]
Nethammer [99]

fault attacKs

KAISER/KPTI [70]
Double fetch [139]
Keydrown [140]

counteRmeasuRes

Spectre [20]
ARCHI-SEC [62]

RepRoducible ReseaRch

My main contributions concern the side-channel attack surface, at the hardware level. The
first body of work I focused on is the creation of new primitives, to further understand the attack
surface. Indeed, it is not possible to build efficient countermeasures without understanding precisely
which components leak information, and how to manipulate the state of these components to leak
information. As information usually leaks from the execution time of some instructions, we discovered
timing leakage in novel instructions such as x86 prefetch [72] and clflush [74]. On some occasions,
the creation of new primitives required some reverse-engineering work. This was the case when we
investigated the first DRAM side-channel attack [122], the branch prediction unit [24], the AMD cache
way predictor [102], and the CPU Interconnect [54].

Another body of work I focused on is investigating side-channel attacks in new environments.
Indeed, typically, side-channel attacks are developed in native x86 environments, using native code
such as C and assembly, as it makes it easier to manipulate components at a low level. Some prim-
itives require specific instructions, e.g., the clflush instruction, which are only available in x86. It
can therefore be challenging to port these attacks to new environments that either are not native, or
with a different instruction set architecture. We demonstrated side-channel attacks from ARM de-
vices [101], SGX enclaves [142, 143], covert channels in the cloud [107], as well as side-channel attacks
in web browsers [100, 130, 131, 141]. Closely related to side-channel attacks in the browser is finger-
printing. We explored hardware fingerprinting, a novel field of research, and in particular, machine
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fingerprinting leveraging GPUs with WebGL [95], and CPU generation fingerprinting leveraging port
contention [132].

Different from side-channel attacks, I also focused on software-based fault attacks, and in partic-
ular the Rowhammer attack [89]. Here, my objective has also been to study the different environments
in which Rowhammer was feasible. Indeed, much like side-channel attacks, the first attack was carried
out in a native environment, using specific x86 instructions such as clflush. We demonstrated that,
even though the attack requires surgical precision to access the right DRAM rows and to evict lines
from the cache, this fault attack can be performed from JavaScript [73]. We later demonstrated that
the attack can also be performed on ARM devices [158], and even remotely through network requests,
given some conditions on the system [99].

While micro-architectural attacks are complicated to protect against, I strive to propose coun-
termeasures in each attack paper (even though their adoption can be difficult due to performance
overhead). Some work was, however, focused on countermeasures alone. We proposed a mitigation
called Keydrown against software-based keystroke timing side-channel attacks [140]. We also built
a countermeasure dubbed KAISER [70] that provides practical kernel address isolation and protects
against side-channel attacks that bypass KASLR (and in particular our previous work [72]). Interest-
ingly, KAISER ended up being a countermeasure for the Meltdown attack by Lipp et al. [103] and
was deployed in all major operating systems as kernel page-table isolation (KPTI). Finally, we also
used side channels as a countermeasure – when they are overwhelmingly used as an attack – to detect
and exploit double-fetch bugs in the kernel, eliminating them with hardware transactional memory
instructions [139].

Finally, I am interested in reproducible research on micro-architectural security. Through the
ANR ARCHI-SEC project, we are building a platform using the gem5 simulator to facilitate the repro-
ducibility of micro-architectural attacks [62]. This is a completely new direction in this field where
simulators are only used to model new hardware countermeasures. The use of a simulator for these at-
tacks is not trivial because the processor model must be faithful to reality, and the complexity and lack
of documentation can be a hindrance. We showed that visualization techniques for CPU pipeline could
help the reproducibility of Spectre attacks by Kocher et al. [90], and ran data collection from gem5 and
an ARM Cortex-A72 CPU to analyze the simulation accuracy. Our conclusions are optimistic about
the role simulators can play in the future of micro-architectural security research [20], but much work
remains.

1.4 Organization of the manuscript

This manuscript highlights some selected results of my research since my PhD defense in October 2015.
Detailed experiments and algorithms can be found in the original papers. I have chosen to highlight
two research directions: first, new side-channel primitives, and second, side channels in browsers. They
seem to have little in common: the first is very close to the hardware components and will involve a
fair amount of reverse-engineering, and the second is at the very top of the abstraction layers, in web
browsers; yet, they complement each other.

▶ Chapter 2 dives into the micro-architectural level, and focuses on the components used to build
new side-channel primitives. We will explore the DRAM (Section 2.1), the AMD cache way
predictor (Section 2.2), and the Intel CPU interconnect (Section 2.3). It answers our first question
“What are the vulnerable components, and how to use them to leak secret data?”.
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▶ Chapter 3, at a higher level, provides an overview of my work on side channels in web browsers.
It shows that, even though side-channel attacks require fine-grained control over hardware com-
ponents, these attacks are possible in web browsers. We will delve into the security of timers
in browsers (Section 3.1), and detail a novel side channel based on CPU port contention (Sec-
tion 3.2). It answers our second question “What are the vulnerable pieces of software, and what
are the different attack deliveries?”, focusing on the delivery aspect.

▶ Chapter 4 provides some conclusions and research perspectives that I would like to pursue.
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Chapter 2

Side channels, side channels
everywhere

In which we show that no micro-architectural
component is spared by side channels

A large part of my work has focused on finding new side channels in micro-architectural compo-
nents. Indeed, when I finished my PhD thesis, the two main components that were studied in terms
of side-channel attack surface were the cache [1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 23, 27, 75, 76, 83, 85, 104, 112, 117, 119, 120,
148, 151, 152, 154, 168, 171, 176, 179] and the branch prediction unit [3, 6, 9] – except for the arithmetic
logic unit of the Intel Pentium 4 that had also been studied by Aciicmez et al. [8] and the floating point
unit that had been studied by Andrysco et al. [17].

However, the cache and the branch predictor were just the tip of the iceberg of the attack surface
of a modern CPU. While caches [14, 33, 51, 56, 69, 80, 82, 109, 110, 123, 136, 153, 178, 181] and branch
prediction units [58, 57, 60] have still been heavily studied in the last years, including in my own work
[24, 54, 74, 101, 102, 107, 143], other components started being brought to light such as the TLB [67],
the MMU [68], CPU ports [10, 66], the CPU ring interconnect [118], and the random number generator
[59]. A practical axiom is that every micro-architectural component shared across processes has been,
or will be, attacked.

As I explained in the introduction, our goal is to get a better, and, as much as possible, compre-
hensive view of the hardware attack surface. Indeed, securing one component is not enough if other
components are leaking — in the same way as patching a hole on a leaking pipe that has a dozen
other holes is futile. Another aspect to consider is that the scope of attack may be different from one
component to another. For example, branch predictors restrict the attacker to same-core attacks (i.e.,
the victim has to reside on the same core), the cache allows cross-core attacks but is still limited to
same-CPU attacks, while DRAM attacks can be carried across CPUs too.

Reverse-engineering. Today, a major obstacle to a refined and complete analysis of the hardware
attack surface is the lack of documentation of micro-architectural components by manufacturers. In-
deed, in side-channel attack experiments, we never directly observe what we want to measure: our
observations are always indirect, e.g., knowing whether a line is present in the cache through timing
alone. It is, therefore, crucial to have as much knowledge as possible about the environment of our

9
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experiments, i.e., the micro-architectural components, to reduce the number of uncontrolled variables.
Another matter is that, as attacks are getting more sophisticated and reaching more (undocumented)
components, the need for reverse-engineering increased as well. One interesting aspect is that the
lack of documentation, while hindering security research, is in fact not linked to security, but rather
to performance. Indeed, these components are at the heart of performance improvements from one
generation to another, and are therefore intellectual property, giving a competitive advantage that is
better left undocumented.

Related work in reverse-engineering focused on last-level cache addressing [84, 180], cache re-
placement policies [161], cache directories [178], hardware prefetchers [129, 159], the CPU Ring Inter-
connect [118], page table caches [138], branch predictors [155], and GPUs [174]. The measurement
acquisition is usually performed in two different ways: either through timing [84, 180] or through
hardware performance counters [106, 155, 161]. While hardware performance counters give more
precise information as they count given events (e.g., mispredicted branches at decoding, mispredicted
branches at execution), they can suffer from non-determinism [53, 169]. Moreover, not all events can
be monitored on all platforms, as non-architectural events change across generations. Timing mea-
surements have a very high resolution (usually one CPU cycle) on native environments, using the x86
rdtsc instruction [178], a thread counter [101, 138], or dedicated performance counters [159].

Reverse engineering micro-architectural components is a research direction that I started during
my PhD with the reverse-engineering of the last-level cache addressing functions [106]. It was a major
axis of my research project application for CNRS, and I have continued to develop it, including with
the Ph.D. of Guillaume Didier and through the ANR JCJC MIAOUS project of which I am the PI.

Outline
Section 2.1 presents the reverse-engineering of DRAM addressing functions and subsequent
novel side channel based on DRAM. Section 2.2 presents the reverse-engineering of the AMD L1
cache way predictor, and two novel side channels based on it. Section 2.3 presents a model of the
CPU Interconnect that allowed us to refine Flush+Flush cache attacks. Throughout these three
examples, I will outline the general method for acquiring measurements required for reverse-
engineering and modeling the different components, as well as the security implications of this
reverse engineering. Section 2.4 discusses these results.

2.1 DRAM addressing

During my postdoc, we were interested in the Rowhammer attack [89] and we quickly discovered
differences in timing due to the row buffer in DRAM. We decided to investigate this, and developed
DRAMA, short for DRAM Addressing attacks. The work presented hereafter has been published in:

Peter Pessl, Daniel Gruss, Clémentine Maurice, Michael Schwarz, and Stefan Mangard.
“DRAMA: Exploiting DRAM Addressing for Cross-CPU Attacks”. In: USENIX Security Sym-
posium. 2016

Every physical memory location maps to a memory location in one out of many rows in one out
of several banks in the DRAM. Considering a single access to a row i in a bank, there are two cases:

Row hit The row i is already cached in the row buffer. The reason for a row hit can be that unrelated
code just opened row i in this bank recently or that since our last access to row i in this bank,
no other access went to another row in the same bank.

10
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Row conflict The row i is not cached in the row buffer. A row conflict occurs if any other row j ̸= i
in the same bank has been opened since the last access to row i.

Considering frequent accesses to two (or more) addresses, we distinguish three cases:

1. The addresses map to different banks. In this case, the accesses are independent and whether
the addresses have the same row indices has no influence on the timing. Row hits are likely to
occur for the accesses, i.e., a low access time.

2. The addresses map to the same row i in the same bank. In this case, the accesses are not inde-
pendent. The accesses are likely to keep the row i open. Thus, row hits are likely to occur for
the accesses, i.e., a low access time.

3. The addresses map to the different rows i ̸= j in the same bank. In this case, the accesses are
again not independent. Each access to an address in row i will close row j and vice versa. Thus,
row conflicts occur for the accesses, i.e., a high access time.

72 84 96 108 120 132 144 156 168 180 192 204 216 228 240 252 264 276 288

101

103

105

107

Access time [CPU cycles]

N
um

be
ro
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es

Cache hit Cache miss (row hit) Cache miss (row conflict)

Figure 2.1: Histogram for cache hits and cache misses divided into row hits and row conflicts on an
Intel i5-3230M (Ivy Bridge) CPU.

Figure 2.1 shows a comparison of standard histograms of access times for cache hits and cache
misses. Cache misses are further divided into row hits and row conflicts. In the remainder, we build
different attacks that are based on this timing difference between row hits and row conflicts.

2.1.1 Acquiring measurements

2.1.1.1 Physical probing

Our first approach is to physically probe the memory bus and to directly read the control signals. As
shown in Figure 2.2, we use the tip of a standard passive probe to establish contact with the pin at the
DIMM slot. We then use a high-bandwidth oscilloscope to measure the voltage and deduce the pins
logic value. We contact all pins of interest, namely the bank-address bits (BA0, BA1, BA2 for DDR3
and BG0, BG1, BA0, BA1 for DDR4) and the chip select CS. We then record the logic levels on these
pins for many randomly selected physical addresses.

This reverse-engineering approach has some drawbacks: 1) Expensive measurement equipment
is needed. 2) It requires physical access to the internals of the tested machine. However, its main
advantage is that the address mapping can be reconstructed for each signal individually and exactly,
i.e., we can determine the exact individual functions for the bus pins.
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Figure 2.2: Physical probing of the DIMM slot with a standard passive probe.

2.1.1.2 Using row conflicts

For our second approach, we exploit the fact that row conflicts lead to higher memory access times.
We use the resulting timing differences to find sets of addresses that map to the same bank but to a
different row. The entire process is fully automated in software and runs without privileges.

We aim to find same-bank addresses in a large array mapped into the attacker’s address space.
For this purpose, we perform repeated alternating accesses to two addresses and measure the average
access time. We use clflush to ensure that each access is served from DRAM and not from the CPU
cache. As shown in Figure 2.3, for some address pairs the access time is significantly higher than for
most others. These pairs belong to the same bank but to different rows. The alternating accesses cause
frequent row conflicts and consequently a high latency. The addresses are subsequently grouped into
sets having the same channel, DIMM, rank, and bank.
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Figure 2.3: Histogram of average memory access times for random address pairs on an Intel i7-4700
(Haswell) CPU. A clear gap separates the majority of address pairs causing no row conflict (lower
access times), because they map to different banks, from the few address pairs causing a row conflict
(higher access times), because they map to different rows in the same bank.
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2.1.2 Modeling DRAM addressing

2.1.2.1 Recovering the hash function

The reconstruction of DRAM addressing functions differs depending on the method used for acquiring
measurements. In the first case where we acquired measurements with physical probing, for each
DRAM addressing bit, we create an over-defined system of linear equations in the physical address
bits and then solve this system using linear algebra. The solution is the addressing function for the
corresponding DRAM addressing bit.

In the second case where we acquired timing measurements, we use the identified address sets to
reconstruct the addressing functions. This reconstruction can either be based on 2MB, 1GB pages, or
privileged information such as the virtual-to-physical address translation that can be obtained through
/proc/pid/pagemap. In the case of 2MB pages we can recover the partial functions up to bit a20, as
the lowest 21 bit of virtual and physical address are identical. In the case of 1 GB pages we can recover
all partial functions up to bit a30. This is sufficient to recover the full DRAM addressing functions on
all our test systems without any privileges.

Similarly to the solving phase of the probing approach, we presume the linearity of the DRAM
addressing functions. Bits (a0..a5) are used for addressing within a cache line. Bits a30 and upwards
are not used. The search space is then small enough to perform a brute-force search of linear functions
within seconds. For this, we generate all linear functions that use exactly n bits as coefficients and then
apply them to all addresses in one randomly selected set. We verify the correctness either by comparing
it to the results from the physical probing, or by performing a software-based test, i.e., verifying the
timing differences on a larger set of addresses.

2.1.2.2 Results

Table 4.2 in theAppendix shows a comprehensive overview of all platforms andmemory configurations
we analyzed (Table 4.1 in the Appendix). As all found functions are linear, we simply list the index of
the physical address bits that are XORed together.

We can observe that the detailed mapping differs with the memory setup, such as the number of
DIMMs (single channel or dual channel) or CPUs. Additionally, changes can appear between different
generations of CPUs, e.g., the rank and channel selection functions which are composed of a single
bit on Sandy Bridge, and multiple bits from Ivy Bridge and onward. Due to DDR4’s introduction of
bank grouping and the doubling of the available banks (now 16), the addressing function necessarily
changed again. Finally, the mapping used on the mobile platforms we analyzed is much simpler.

2.1.3 Security impact

This reverse-engineering work has led to a covert channel and a side-channel attack that leverage row
conflicts, dubbed DRAMA (DRAM Attacks). Both these attacks do not require any shared memory,
as opposed to the cache attack Flush+Reload. Unlike all cache attacks (except for [82]), their only
prerequisite is that the two communicating processes (in the case of the covert channel), or the victim
and the attacker (in the case of the side-channel attack), have access to the same memory module,
including scenarios where these processes do not share a CPU.
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(a) Covert channel scenario. The sender occupies
rows in a bank to trigger row conflicts. The receiver
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By accessing this memory, the spy can determine
whether the victim just accessed it.

Figure 2.4: Row placement in the cases of covert channel and side-channel attack scenarios.

2.1.3.1 Covert channel

We present a first DRAMA attack, namely a high-speed cross-CPU covert channel that does not require
shared memory and can operate across CPUs.

Protocol. Our covert channel exploits timing differences caused by row conflicts. Figure 2.4a illus-
trates how rows are occupied by sender and receiver. The receiver process continuously accesses a
chosen physical address in the DRAM and measures the average access time over a few accesses. If
the sender process now continuously accesses a different address in the same bank but in a different
row, a row conflict occurs. This leads to higher average access times in the receiver process. Bits can
be transmitted by switching the activity of the sender process in the targeted bank on and off. The
receiver process distinguishes the two values based on the mean access time. We assign a logic value
of 0 to low access times (inactive sender) and a value of 1 to high access times (active sender).

Each (CPU, channel, DIMM, rank, bank) tuple can be used as a separate transmission channel.
However, a high number of parallel channels leads to increased noise. Note that transmission chan-
nels are unidirectional, but the direction can be chosen for each one independently, thus, two-way
communication is possible.

Performance Evaluation. We evaluate the performance of our covert-channel implementation on
two systems: 1) a standard desktop PC with an Intel i7-4790 CPU (Haswell) with 2 DDR4 DIMMs, 2) a
server system with two Intel Xeon E5-2630 v3 CPUs (Haswell-EP), equipped with 4 DDR4 DIMMs.

In our proof-of-concept implementation, we transmit 8 bits per block using 8 (CPU, channel, DIMM,
rank, bank) tuples, and each block is sent and measured for a fixed period. The error rate varies de-
pending on the raw bitrate, which depends on measurement intervals. On our desktop setup, the error
probability stays below 1% for bitrates of up to 2Mbps. The channel capacity reaches up to 2.1Mbps
(raw bitrate of 2.4Mbps, 1.8% error rate). On our server setup, the maximum capacity is 1.6Mbps (raw
2.6Mbps, 8.7% error rate).

We also implemented a transmission in a cross-CPU and cross-VM setup on the server system. We
obtain a transmission rate of 596 Kbps at an error rate of 0.4%, without a cross-VM synchronization
mechanism. These results are thus far from what can be achieved in practice with synchronization.
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2.1.3.2 Side-channel attack

We now present a second DRAMA attack, a side-channel attack that again exploits the row buffer,
where the spy and the victim can run on separate CPUs and do not share memory. This side chan-
nel achieves a temporal resolution comparable to Flush+Reload and a higher spatial resolution than
Prime+Probe. In this side-channel attack, an attacker infers the activity of a victim process by detecting
row hits and row conflicts. The spy and victim need to have access to the same row (Figure 2.4b).

The spy and the victim can share a row without shared memory due to the DRAM addressing
functions. The size of a row is typically 8 KB and memory is organized in 4 KB pages. Thus, the
physical memory of a row contains thememory of 2 or more pages depending on the DRAM addressing
functions. If no DRAM addressing functions use low address bits (a0 − a11), the spatial resolution is
4 KB, which is the worst case. However, if DRAM addressing functions (channel, BG0, CPU, etc.) use
low address bits, rows with the same row index in different banks are interleaved in the same memory
region. For example, on our Haswell-EP test system, the spatial resolution of our attack is 512 B.

To run the side-channel attack on a private memory address t in a victim process, the attacker
allocates a memory address p that maps to the same bank and the same row as the target address t.
The attacker also allocates a row conflict address p̄ that maps to the same bank but to a different row.
The side-channel attack then works in three steps: 1) Access the row conflict address p̄, 2) Wait for
the victim to compute, 3) Measure the access time on the targeted address p. If the measured timing
is below a row-hit threshold (cf. the highlighted “row hit” region in Figure 2.1), the victim has just
accessed t or another address in the target row. Thus, we can accurately determine when a specific
non-shared memory location is accessed by a process running on another core or CPU.
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Figure 2.5: Exploitation phase on non-shared memory in a DRAMA template attack on an Intel i5-
3230M (Ivy Bridge) CPU with DDR3. A low access time is measured when the user presses a key in
the Firefox address bar.

Based on this attack principle, we build a fully automated DRAMA template attack (similarly
to [75]). Figure 2.5 shows an access time trace for an address found in this template attack while
typing in the Firefox address bar. A low access time is measured for every key the user presses.
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2.2 AMD cache way predictors

After some investigation of AMD manuals, we decided to study AMD cache way predictors, a compo-
nent that does not exist in Intel processors and that had not been studied by the security community
before. The work presented hereafter has been published in:

Moritz Lipp, Vedad Hadžić, Michael Schwarz, Arthur Perais, Clémentine Maurice, and Daniel
Gruss. “Take A Way: Exploring the Security Implications of AMD’s Cache Way Predictors”. In:
ASIACCS. 2020

To look up a cache line in a set-associative cache, bits in the address determine in which set the
cache line is located. With an n-way cache, n possible entries need to be checked for a tag match.
To avoid wasting power for n comparisons leading to a single match, Inoue et al. [81] presented way
prediction for set-associative caches. Instead of checking all ways of the cache, a way is predicted, and
only this entry is checked for a tag match. If the prediction is correct, the access has been completed,
and access times similar to a direct-mapped cache are achieved. If the prediction is incorrect, a normal
associative check has to be performed, which increases the latency.

Every cache line in the L1D cache is tagged with a linear-address-based µTag [16, 64]. This µTag is
computed using an undocumented hash function, which takes the virtual address as input. For every
memory load, the way predictor predicts the cache way of every memory load based on this µTag. As
the virtual address, and thus the µTag, is known before the physical address, the CPU does not have
to wait for the TLB lookup. If there is no match for the calculated µTag, an early miss is detected, and
a request to L2 is issued. Figure 2.6 illustrates AMD’s way predictor.
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Figure 2.6: Simplified illustration of AMD’s way predictor.

The AMD’s way predictor incurs some timing differences considering the access of two addresses.
We distinguish two cases:

1. The two addresses yield a conflict in the µTag table, i.e., they are virtual addresses that yield the
same µTag.

2. The two addresses are aliased, i.e., the two different virtual addresses map to the same physical
location.

In both cases, the second load sees an L1D cache miss and thus loads the data from the L2D cache [16].
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2.2.1 Acquiring measurements

High-resolution timing. The attacker requires a method to measure timing differences in the range
of a few CPU cycles. The unprivileged rdtsc instruction returning the current cycle count is commonly
used for cache attacks on Intel CPUs. Using this instruction, an attacker can get timestamps with a
resolution between 1 and 3 cycles. On AMD CPUs, this register has a cycle-accurate resolution until
the Zen micro-architecture. Since then, it has a significantly lower resolution as it is only updated
every 20 to 35 cycles.

TheAMDRyzenmicro-architecture provides theActual Performance Frequency Clock Counter (APERF
counter) [15] which can be used to improve the accuracy of the timestamp counter. However, it can
only be accessed in kernel mode. Although other timing primitives provided by the kernel, such as
get_monotonic_time, provide nanosecond resolution, they can be noisier and still not sufficiently ac-
curate to observe timing differences, which are only a few CPU cycles.

Hence, on more recent AMD CPUs, it is necessary to resort to a different method for timing mea-
surements. In an earlier work on ARM-based cache attacks [101], we showed that counting threads
can be used where unprivileged high-resolution timers are unavailable. A counting thread constantly
increments a global variable used as a timestamp without relying on micro-architectural specifics. This
is the method that we use throughout this section unless otherwise specified.
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Figure 2.7: Measured duration of 250 alternating accesses to addresses with and without the same
µTag.

µTag collisions. We rely on µTag collisions to reverse-engineer the hash function. We pick two
random virtual addresses that map to the same cache set. If the two addresses have the same µTag,
repeatedly accessing them one after the other results in conflicts. As the data is then loaded from the
L2 cache, we can measure an increased access time, as illustrated in Figure 2.7. Another method would
be to measure the performance counter for L1 misses.

2.2.2 Modeling the cache way predictor

2.2.2.1 Recovering the hash function

With the ability to detect conflicts, we can buildN sets representing the number of entries in the µTag
table. First, we create a pool v of virtual addresses, which all map to the same cache set, i.e., where bits
6 to 11 of the virtual address are the same. We start with one set S0 containing one random virtual
address out of the pool v. For each other randomly-picked address vx, we measure the access time
while alternatively accessing vx and an address from each set S0...n. If we encounter a high access
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time, we measure conflicts and add vx to that set. If vx does not conflict with any existing set, we
create a new set Sn+1 containing vx. In our experiments, we recovered 256 sets.

Every virtual address that is in the same set produces the same hash. We assume that this undoc-
umented hash function is linear based on the knowledge of other such hash functions we previously
reverse-engineered [106, 122]. Moreover, we expect the size of the µTag to be a power of 2, resulting
in a linear function. To recover the hash function, we need to find which bits in the virtual address
are used for the 8 output bits that map to the 256 sets. Due to its linearity, each output bit of the hash
function can be expressed as a series of XORs of bits in the virtual address. Hence, we can express the
virtual addresses as an over-determined linear equation system. The solutions of the equation system
are then linear functions that produce the µTag from the virtual address.

While the least-significant bits 0-5 define the cache line offset, note that bits 6-11 determine the
cache set and are not used for the µTag computation [16]. To solve the equation system, we used
the Z3 SMT solver. Every solution vector represents a function that XORs the virtual-address bits
that correspond to ‘1’-bits in the solution vector. The hash function is the set of linearly independent
functions, i.e., every linearly independent function yields one bit of the hash function. The order of
the bits cannot be recovered. However, this is not relevant for using the hash function, as we are only
interested in whether addresses collide, not in their numeric µTag value.

2.2.2.2 Results

Figure 4.1 in the Appendix illustrates the recovered µTag hash functions on the AMD Zen, Zen+, Zen 2,
Bulldozer, Piledriver, and Steamroller micro-architectures listed in Table 4.3 in the Appendix. The
function illustrated in Figure 4.1a for Zen, Zen+, and Zen 2 micro-architectures uses bits 12 to 27 to
produce an 8-bit value mapping to one of the 256 sets. For the Bulldozer, Piledriver, and Steamroller
micro-architectures, the hash function uses the same bits but in a different combination as illustrated
in Figure 4.1b.

2.2.3 Security impact

This reverse-engineering work has led to two novel side channels that leverage AMD’s L1D cache way
predictor. With Collide+Probe, we monitor memory accesses of a victim’s process without requiring
the knowledge of physical addresses. With Load+Reload, while relying on shared memory similarly to
Flush+Reload, we can monitor memory accesses of a victim’s process running on the sibling hardware
thread without invalidating the targeted cache line from the entire cache hierarchy.

2.2.3.1 Collide+Probe

Collide+Probe exploits µTag collisions in AMD’s L1D cache way predictor, i.e., addresses that have the
same µTag. As we described previously, the way predictor uses virtual-address-based µTags to predict
the L1D cache way. If an address is accessed, the µTag is computed, and the way-predictor entry for
this µTag is updated. If a subsequent access to a different address with the same µTag is performed,
a µTag collision occurs, and the data has to be loaded from the L2D cache, increasing the access time.
We exploit this timing difference to monitor accesses to such colliding addresses.

Threat model. For this attack, we assume that the attacker has unprivileged native code execution
on the target machine and runs on the same logical CPU core as the victim. Furthermore, the attacker
can force the execution of the victim’s code, e.g., via a function call in a library or a system call.
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Attack. The attacker first chooses a virtual address v of the victim that should be monitored for
access. To mount a Collide+Probe attack, the attacker selects a virtual address v′ in its own address
space that yields the same µTag µv′ as the target address v, i.e., µv = µv′ . Moreover, both v and v′

have to be in the same cache set. The attack consists of three phases performed repeatedly:
Phase 1: Collide. The attacker accesses the pre-computed address v′ and, thus, updates the way

predictor. The way predictor associates the cache line of v′ with its µTag µv′ and subsequent memory
accesses with the same µTag are predicted to be in the same cache way. Since the victim’s address v
has the same µTag (µv = µv′), the µTag of that cache line is marked invalid and the data is effectively
inaccessible from the L1D cache.

Phase 2: Scheduling the victim. The victim is scheduled to perform its operations.
Phase 3: Probe. The attacker measures the access time to the pre-computed address v′. If the

victim has not accessed the monitored address v, the data of the pre-computed address v′ is still acces-
sible from the L1D cache and the way prediction is correct. Thus, the measured access time is fast. If
the victim has accessed the monitored address v and thus changed the state of the way predictor, the
attacker suffers an L1D cache miss when accessing v′, as the prediction is now incorrect. The data of
the pre-computed address v′ is loaded from the L2 cache and, thus, the measured access time is slow.
By distinguishing between these cases, the attacker can deduce whether the victim has accessed the
targeted data.

2.2.3.2 Load+Reload

Load+Reload exploits the way predictor’s behavior for aliased addresses, i.e., virtual addresses mapping
to the same physical address. When accessing data through a virtual address alias, the data is always
requested from the L2 cache instead of the L1D cache [16]. Consequently, this allows one thread to
evict shared data used by the sibling thread with a single load. Although the requested data is stored
in the L1D cache, it remains inaccessible for the other thread and, thus, introduces a timing difference
when it is accessed.

Threat model. For this attack, we assume that the attacker has unprivileged native code execution
on the target machine. The attacker and victim run simultaneously on the same physical but different
logical CPU thread. The attack target is a memory location with a virtual address v shared between
the attacker and victim, e.g., a shared library.

Attack. Load+Reload exploits the timing difference when accessing a virtual-address alias v′ to build
a cross-thread attack on shared memory. The attack consists of 3 phases:

Phase 1: Load. In contrast to Flush+Reload, where the targeted address v is flushed from the
cache hierarchy, Load+Reload loads an address v′ with the same physical tag as v in the first phase.
Thereby, it renders the cache line containing v inaccessible from the L1D cache for the sibling thread.

Phase 2: Scheduling the victim. The victim process is scheduled. If the victim process accesses
the targeted cache line with address v, it sees an L1D cache miss. As a result, it loads the data from the
L2 cache, invalidating the attacker’s cache line with address v′ in the process.

Phase 3: Reload. The attacker measures the access time to the address v′. If the victim process
has accessed the cache line with address v, the attacker observes an L1D cache miss and loads the data
from the L2 cache, resulting in a higher access time. Otherwise, if the victim has not accessed the cache
line with address v, it is still accessible in the L1D cache for the attacker and, thus, a lower access time
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is measured. By distinguishing between both cases, the attacker can deduce whether the victim has
accessed the address v.

2.2.3.3 Case study: covert channel

As many other cache side channels, Collide+Probe and Load+Reload can be used in different attack
scenarios: 1) a covert channel between two processes to leak arbitrary data, and to leak secret data from
the kernel in a Spectre attack; 2) reducing the entropy of kernel ASLR, user space ASLR, and hypervisor
ALSR in a virtual machine setting; 3) a side-channel attack on a weak cryptographic implementation,
e.g., the AES T-tables implementation. In this manuscript, we only detail the covert channel which
uses Collide+Probe, and refer to the paper [102] for the other attack scenarios.

Protocol. For the most simplistic form of the covert channel, two processes agree on a µTag and a
cache set. These two processes must reside in the same logical core. In the initialization phase, both
parties allocate their own page. The sender chooses a virtual address vS , and the receiver chooses a
virtual address vR such that vS and vR are in the same cache set and yield the same µTag.

To encode a 1-bit to transmit, the sender accesses address vS . To transmit a 0-bit, the sender does
not access address vS . The receiving end decodes the transmitted information by measuring the access
time when loading address vR. If the sender has accessed address vS to transmit a 1, the collision
caused by the same µTag of vS and vR results in a slow access time for the receiver. If the sender
has not accessed address vS , no collision caused the address vR to be evicted from L1D and, thus, the
access time is fast. This timing difference allows the receiver to decode the transmitted bit.

We extend this simple covert channel to transmit multiple bits in parallel by utilizing multiple
cache sets. Instead of decoding the transmitted bit based on the timing difference of one address, we
use two addresses in two cache sets for every bit we transmit: one to represent a 1-bit and the other
to represent the 0-bit. As the L1D has 64 cache sets, we can transmit up to 32 bits in parallel without
reusing cache sets.

Performance evaluation. We evaluate the transmission and error rate of our covert channel in
a local setting and a cloud setting. We achieve a maximum transmission rate of 588.9 kBps using
80 channels in parallel on the AMD RyzenThreadripper 1920X. On the AMD EPYC 7571 in the Amazon
EC2 cloud, we achieve a maximum transmission rate of 544.0 kBps also using 80 channels. In contrast,
L1 Prime+Probe achieves a transmission rate of 400 kBps [120] and Flush+Flush 496 kB/s [74]. The
mean transmission rate increases with the number of bits sent in parallel. However, the error rate
increases drastically when transmitting more than 64 bits in parallel.

As accesses to unrelated addresses with the same µTag as our covert channel introduce noise in our
measurements, we use error correction to achieve better transmission. We evaluate different hamming
codes on an AMD Ryzen Threadripper 1920X. While the H(7, 4) code is slightly more robust [77], the
H(15, 11) code achieves a better transmission rate of 452.2 kBps.
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2.3 Intel CPU interconnect

Our work on the Intel CPU interconnect started serendipitously while trying to reverse-engineer an-
other component: the hardware prefetcher. This work is part of Guillaume Didier’s PhD, and has been
published in:

Guillaume Didier and Clémentine Maurice. “Calibration Done Right: Noiseless Flush+Flush
Attacks”. In: DIMVA. 2021

Several cache attack primitives exist with different requirements and trade-offs. Flush+Flush [73],
on which I worked during my postdoc, is a stealthy and fast one using the timing of the clflush
instruction which depends on whether a line is cached. However, one aspect that has been overlooked
for this attack is the choice of the threshold to distinguish between a flush hit (slower) and a flush miss
(faster). This threshold is crucial to avoid noise. When looking at the timings for a single address and
on a single run, it appears that there is a good separation between the hits and the misses. However,
from one run to another, the exact threshold may change, even with a fixed frequency. The threshold
also differs for different addresses.

We hypothesize that the variability is due to the complex topology of sliced caches, and that ac-
counting for these sources of variability improves significantly the quality of the channel, especially
as the number of cores grows. Our experiments show that ignoring CPU topology can result in very
poor error rates, e.g., in some cases up to 45% error rate. In the remainder of the section, we show that
taking into account the topology and slices to compute tailored thresholds allows us to build a side
channel with an error rate well under 0.01%. Flush+Flush is, therefore, contrary to what was thought
before, not a noisy attack when crafted carefully.

2.3.1 Acquiring measurements

Setup. We run experiments on two single-socket systems: 1) 4-core machine: a machine with an Intel
Core i5-8365U CPU (Whiskey Lake, 4 cores, 8 threads), 2) 8-core machine: a machine with an Intel Core
i9-9900 CPU (Coffee Lake, 8 cores, 16 threads).

We enable hyper-threading, but disable turbo boost on those machines. The intel_pstate driver is
set to performance mode on all cores, to stabilize the core frequencies.

Measurements. We investigate the factors that influence the execution time of clflush to improve
the Flush+Flush attack, and propose a mathematical model with an associated ring topology. The only
information we have from the Intel documentation is that the interconnect is a “bidirectional ring”.

A clflush miss occurs when a cache line is not validly cached, which corresponds to a line in the
I state. A line that has just been flushed is in the I state — the cache may have an entry in the I state or
no entry at all, but it is equivalent at the cache coherency protocol level. A clflush hit occurs when
the line is in any valid state. In practice, in a Flush+Flush attack, the cache line of interest transitions
from an I to an E state when the single victim core loads the line that has just been flushed. Therefore,
the two relevant timings are clflush of a line in the E state for a hit, and in the I state for a miss. We
study these timings depending on three parameters:

1. A: the attacker core that executes clflush on an address,
2. V : the victim core that accesses the address and caches it in its L1 or L2,
3. S: the core that contains the last-level cache slice that this address maps to.
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2.3.2 Modeling the CPU interconnect
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Figure 2.8: Median timings of clflush on the 8-core machine depending on the victim core V , the
slice S, and the attacker A, along with the fitted model according to our proposed topology.

Topology. For each attacker core, Figure 2.8a shows the time it takes to execute a clflush instruc-
tion on a cache line in the I state, depending on the slice. The first finding is that all 8 cores have a
distinct timing pattern, which implies that the ring has no symmetry. For each attacker, we notice
that slices with a lower core number than the attacker all have the same timing, while for slices with a
higher number the time increases with the distance between the attacker and the slice. Such a pattern
only makes sense if the nodes are aligned linearly, and if the attacker sends a message to the slice,
which then sends a message to the system agent, and then back to the slice, and finally to the attacker.
Consequently, the miss time is more variable for attackers closer to the system agent than for one
further away.

Figure 2.8b shows the time it takes to execute a clflush instruction on a cache line in the E state.
Here, we notice an asymmetry in the core, which can be explained if the recall request is always sent
by the slice in the same direction without knowing in which core the line is cached.

Given that the topology is described as a ring, given the die shot in Figure 2.9a and our results, we
propose the topology in Figure 2.9b, with 8 cores aligned in a linear graph with forward and backward
links. For a 4-core machine, similar measurements lead to a similar topology with only cores 0-3.

Mathematical model. The above timing measurements can be interpreted within the proposed
topology as follows, leading to a mathematical model that can be fitted and compared with the mea-
surements. Misses result in a request to be sent on the ring from the core requesting the flush to the
slice, which then sends a message to the memory, and then answers the same path in reverse, using
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(a) Intel Coffee Lake 8-core die shot.
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(b) Proposed i9-9900/8-core topology.

Figure 2.9: Core i9-9900 die shot and topology.

each time the shortest path. The eviction time in state I, tI(A,S) is thus:

tI(A,S) = C + h× |A− S|+ h× |S −M |,

in which:

▶ C is a constant base timing,
▶ h is a constant corresponding to the time a round-trip hop on the ring takes,
▶ M corresponds to the system agent location, which is −1.

Upon receipt of a request to flush a line in the E state, the slice sends a single message along the
ring, in one privileged direction. For core numbered from 0 to ncore

2 included, this is towards the higher
numbered cores (and the GPU), otherwise, it is towards the lower numbered cores. This message is
passed around the ring until the victim core V that has the line cached in its lower level cache (L1/L2)
receives it. If the core is not in the initial direction, the message will follow the ring back in the other
direction until it reaches the victim core. The victim core then discards the line, which is clean, and
sends a reply to the slice, along the shortest path. The eviction time in state E, tE(A,S, V ) is thus:

tE(A, V, S) =


C ′ + h× |A− S|+ h× |R− (V −M)| if S ⩽ N

2 and V < S

C ′ + h× |A− S|+ h× |S − V | if S ⩽ N
2 and V ⩾ S

C ′ + h× |A− S|+ h× |S − V | if S > N
2 and V ⩽ S

C ′ + h× |A− S|+ h× |M − V | if S > N
2 and V > S,

where:

▶ C ′ is a different base time constant,
▶ h is a constant corresponding to the time a round-trip hop on the ring takes,
▶ N is the number of cores,
▶ R is the ring diameter in hops, corresponding to how many hops there are between the system

agent and the GPU, and thus, in our case, R = N + 1.

In addition to our measurements, Figure 2.8a and Figure 2.8b present the fitted model for the 8-core
machine, which appears to explain the behavior consistently.

Summary. We have uncovered that while CPUs appeared to be arranged symmetrically in Intel’s
bidirectional ring, they are in fact aligned one after the other in a linear graph, with the system agent
at an end and the GPU at the other end. First, the clflush instruction timing is always influenced by
the distance between the core requesting the flush and the slice where the address lives in the last-level
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cache. Second, in the I state the timing will depend on the distance between the slice and the system
agent, whereas in the E state, it will depend on how long a message sent along the ring will need to
reach the core that currently has the line, and then go back to the slice. These findings are consistent
with the concurrent work of Paccagnella et al. [118].

2.3.3 Security impact

This reverse-engineering work leads to the improvement of the error rate in the Flush+Flush [74] side
channel. The attack setup is therefore the same as with Flush+Flush: the attacker needs to be co-located
to the same CPU as the victim to share the last-level cache, and relies on sharedmemorywith the victim
(e.g., a shared library or memory deduplication). The attacker can then carry on a side-channel attack
on a vulnerable implementation, or a covert channel between two parties they control.

Attacker model. We define different attacker models depending on attacker capabilities.

▶ Global Threshold (GT): The simplest model, using a single threshold that minimizes the average
error rate over all triples of attacker, victim, and slice. This is a topology-oblivious attacker, as
in the initial Flush+Flush attack.

▶ Best A, Known V : The attacker knows on which core the victim is running and chooses the
attacker core it runs on. The attacker computes a single threshold for all addresses, therefore
ignoring the impact of cache slices.

▶ BestAV : The attacker can pick the cores both the victim and the attacker are running on, e.g., in
the case of a covert channel or a side-channel attack in which the attacker launches the victim
process. It ignores the impact of slices.

▶ Known S̃: The attacker does not know on which core they or their victim runs, but takes into
account the slices, using per-slice thresholds. We use this model for comparison with the GT
model.

▶ Best A, Known S̃V : The attacker pins their process to the best core, knows the victim core and
takes into account the slices. This is a realistic attacker model. To be compared with Best A,
Known V model.

▶ BestAV , Known S̃: This is themost powerful side-channel attacker, that can pin both the attacker
and victim.

▶ Best AV S̃: This is the best covert channel attack model, where the attacker chooses the cores
and an address in a slice that yields the best results.

Experimental results on error rate. Wemeasure the error rate that can be achieved for each triple
consisting of an attacker core, a victim core, and a slice. For each (A,V ,S̃) we make 220 measurements,
219 hits (in E state), and 219 misses (in I state). From these distributions, we evaluate the number of hits
andmisses that would be correctly or incorrectly classified using a threshold, and determine thresholds
that minimize the average error rate for each model, along with the corresponding average error rate.

Table 2.1 shows the error rates for the 4-core and 8-core machines, indicating for A, V and S̃
whether they are unknown, known, or chosen in each case. For the 8-core machine, we observe a
staggering difference between the 25% error rate of the GT attacker model, to the close to 0% error rate
of the Best AV S̃ model.
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Table 2.1: Results for each attacker model. “U” means Unknown, and “K” Known.

4-core machine 8-core machine

Error rate A V S̃ Error rate A V S̃

GT 14.0% U U U 25.1% U U U
Best A, Known V 6.07% 3 K U 10.5% 7 K U
Best AV 0.176% 7 0 U 0.115% 7 8 U
Known S̃ 11.6% U U K 22.8% U U K
Best A, Known S̃V 3.16% 5 K K 7.18% 7 K K
Best AV , Known S̃ 0.103% 7 0 K 0.0174% 1 0 K
Best AV S̃ 4.96× 10−3% 3 3 3 0 (< 2−20) 2 7 14

Covert channel. We implement a framework to benchmark covert channel ideal bandwidth with
different primitives. Table 2.2 shows that our carefully calibrated Flush+Flush yields a threefold in-
crease in bandwidth on both machines compared to the naive Flush+Flush, and provides a bandwidth
higher than Flush+Reload by 3 to 4 %.

Table 2.2: Covert channel benchmarking.

4-core machine 8-core machine
Channel Capacity Bit rate Err. rate Capacity Bit rate Err. rate

Naive Flush+Flush 1.01Mbitps 2.96Mbitps 20% 1.88Mbitps 5.89Mbitps 23%
Optimized Flush+Flush 2.99Mbitps 3.03Mbitps 0.1% 5.81Mbitps 5.81Mbitps 0.005%
Flush+Reload 2.88Mbitps 2.91Mbitps 0.1% 5.57Mbitps 5.57Mbitps 0.0005%

Side-channel attack on AES. As the AES T-tables implementation is well-known to be vulnerable
to side-channel attacks, we use it as a benchmark to compare our Flush+Flush implementation to the
naive version of Flush+Flush and to the Flush+Reload attack.

A naive Flush+Flush attack will show some lines with all hits or all misses, due to the threshold
depending on the slice. Using a per-slice threshold allows us to achieve an accuracy similar to Flush+
Reload. Again, accounting for the contribution of slices and CPU interconnect to clflush timing
variations makes an optimized Flush+Flush channel competitive with Flush+Reload, and improves the
reliability over naive Flush+Flush. We refer to the paper [54] for more details about the side-channel
attack on AES T-tables implementation.

Summary. Choosing the attacker and victim locations significantly improves the accuracy over the
very unreliable global threshold. On top of that, using a per-slice threshold provides a further boost.
However, when the victim cannot be chosen, accounting for slices gives a much greater boost. Lastly,
choosing the best combination of attacker, victim, and slice gives close-to-perfect error rates. We
conclude that Flush+Flush with careful calibration is a compelling alternative to Flush+Reload.
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2.4 Discussion

These works were focused on uncovering the hidden part of the iceberg that is the side-channel attack
surface of modern CPUs – beyond caches and branch predictors. In all cases, we required a first phase
of reverse engineering to fully understand how a particular micro-architectural component works be-
fore being able to attack it. While some people find it ingrate work, as manufacturers indeed possess
the blueprints for these components that are just undocumented to the public, I believe that this is im-
portant work. Indeed, much like software obfuscation does not resist a sufficiently motivated attacker
in most cases, these works (and their associated related work) show that a sufficiently motivated re-
searcher is indeed able to reverse-engineer components — if not always precisely, at least adequately
to obtain a model that allows novel or improved attacks.

Limitations
A striking limitation of these works, also applicable to most — if not all — related work, is that
the reverse-engineering phase relies on a lot of manual work. While we strive to automate the
process as much as possible, the very first parts of the research process, i.e., how to choose the
component to study, and how to acquire measurements, require expertise and manual interven-
tion. A related concern is that, as CPUs becomemore andmore efficient, either new components
emerge, or known components are modified by manufacturers. These changes occur at a very
fast pace, as new CPU generations are devised every year. This means that the attack surface
may change every year as well, with the risk of rendering obsolete the research done on older
components. A research direction that is orthogonal to this is the automated discovery of side
channels [160, 170].
A second limitation, also applicable to related work, is that we establish covert channels to
evaluate the reverse-engineering: they are a proof-of-concept that, by design, corroborates the
correctness of the reverse-engineering. The main limitation concerns comparisons between
covert channels from one paper to another. As they are mainly proofs-of-concept, the protocols
are always ad-hoc and change from one paper to another. The creation of a standard benchmark
for covert channels would help establish a fair comparison.
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Chapter 3

Tu quoque, my browser

In which we show that web browsers are not
spared by side channels.

Micro-architectural attacks are usually demonstrated in native environments, and written in low-
level languages like C (often helped with inline assembly), considering that they require great control
of micro-architectural components. Porting such attacks to browsers is not trivial, as several layers of
abstraction separate scripts running on browsers from hardware components.

However, fundamentally, side-channel attacks only require benign actions. Indeed, all of them re-
quire a timer, and cache attacks, for example, require accessing precise regions of memory. While
JavaScript executes in a strict sandbox and hides the notion of addresses and pointers, these two
pre-requisites can be fulfilled, therefore allowing side-channel attacks in browsers. The first micro-
architectural attack in JavaScript was shown by Oren et al. [115] in 2015, where they demonstrated a
cache attack in JavaScript.

Since then, the landscape of browsers changed a lot, including in reaction to micro-architectural
attacks. In this chapter, we delve into these changes and their consequences in terms of security.

Outline
Section 3.1 presents our results on browser timers. We first investigate the (in)security of resolu-
tion clamping. We show that it is, in practice, possible to retrieve a nano-second resolution from
browser vendors that clamped their timers to 5 µs (e.g., Chrome and Firefox) or even 100ms (e.g.,
Tor Browser). We then study the evolution of JavaScript’s timers in browsers and their multiple
changes in the last few years, and seek to evaluate their security. Section 3.2 presents a novel
side-channel attack in browsers, using port contention. Section 3.3 discusses these results.

3.1 Timing is everything

In response to Oren et al. cache attack, the W3C [162] and browser vendors [43, 13, 28] have clamped
the performance.now() method to a resolution of 5 µs. The timestamps in the Tor browser had been
even more coarse-grained, at 100ms [108]. The rationale is simple: a timer that is clamped to 5 µs will
output 0 to any measurement below 5 µs, and, in effect, does not allow differentiating between cache
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hits and cache misses, which would require a resolution of 10-100 ns1.
Timers are the main, if not the only, variable over which browser vendors have some control when

it comes to side-channel mitigation. It is therefore unsurprising that most countermeasures were de-
veloped from this angle.

3.1.1 (In)security of resolution clamping

During my postdoc, we sought to evaluate the security of resolution clamping and its impact on side-
channel attacks in browsers. The work presented hereafter has been published in:

Michael Schwarz, Clémentine Maurice, Daniel Gruss, and Stefan Mangard. “Fantastic timers
and where to find them: High-resolution microarchitectural attacks in javascript”. In: Interna-
tional Conference on Financial Cryptography and Data Security (FC). 2017

We demonstrate that reducing the resolution of timing information or even removing these inter-
faces is completely insufficient as an attack mitigation. We propose several new mechanisms to obtain
absolute and relative timestamps. We evaluated 10 different mechanisms on the most recent versions,
at the time of writing, of 4 different browsers: Chrome, Firefox, Edge, as well as the Tor browser, which
took even more drastic measures. We show that all browsers leak highly accurate timing information
that exceeds the resolution of official timing sources by 3 to 4 orders of magnitude on all browsers, and
by 8 on the Tor browser. In all cases, the resolution is sufficient to revive the attacks that were thought
mitigated.

Our main insight is that there are two ways of recovering a high-resolution timer on a browser
that clamped timer resolution:

1. Recovering a high resolution from the provided High Resolution Time API, i.e., performance.
now().

2. Creating alternative timing primitives, implicit timers, from scratch, using the browser API.

3.1.1.1 Recovering a high resolution from performance.now()

It has already been observed that it is possible to recover a high resolution by observing the clock
edges [105, 144, 157, 92]. We systematize these observations and derive two methods to recover a high
resolution from performance.now().

Time

Clock period

ffast TickTick TickTick TickTick TickTick

(a) The interpolated time is 4 ticks.

Time

Clock period

fslow TickTick TickTick TickTick

(b) The interpolated time is 3 ticks.

Figure 3.1: Clock interpolation: Counting the number of ticks between the end of the function to
measure and the end of the clock period.

1This rationale is embodied in a commit message on July 7, 2015, from bugzilla, Mozilla’s bug tracker “Clamp the reso-
lution of performance.now() calls to 5us, because otherwise we allow various timing attacks that depend on high accuracy
timers” [28].
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Clock interpolation By definition, a timer cannot measure an event shorter than its resolution. Yet,
it is possible to bypass this limitation by using interpolation to retrieve an even finer-grained
timer. The idea behind it is straightforward: one counts the number of times a shorter non-free
running operation can be executed, e.g., increasing a custom counter by one. We refer to such
an operation as a tick. By starting the function to measure at the beginning of a clock period
and counting ticks when they are finished, we can conclude how fast a function is when the next
clock edge is reached. Figure 3.1 illustrates a measurement using clock interpolation. It allows
us to recover a resolution of 500 ns on Firefox and Chrome, and 15 µs on Tor browser.

fslow

ffast Padding

Padding

Figure 3.2: Edge thresholding: Applying padding such that the slow function crosses one more clock
edge than the fast function.

Edge thresholding We do not require an exact timestamp in all cases, instead, it is sufficient to distin-
guish two operations ffast and fslow based on their execution time. Using multiple constant-time
operations, we generate a padding after the functionwewant tomeasure. We choose the padding
in such a way that tslow + tpadding crosses one more clock edge than tfast + tpadding, i.e., both func-
tions take a different amount of clock edges. Figure 3.2 illustrates a measurement using edge
thresholding. It allows us to recover a resolution of 2 ns on Firefox and Tor browser, and 15 ns
on Chrome.

3.1.1.2 Creating alternative timing primitives

In cases where the High Resolution Time API [162] is not available, we have to resort to different
timing primitives, as highlighted by Kohlbrenner et al. [92]. As there is no other high-resolution timer
available in JavaScript and no access to any native timers, the only option is to create our own timing
sources. In most cases, it is sufficient to have a fast-paced monotonically increasing counter as a timing
primitive that is not a real representation of time but an approximation of a highly accurate monotonic
timer. This concept was presented by Wray in 1992 [175] and demonstrated by one of our other work
on ARM-based side-channel attacks [101].

We built an assortment of timers using JavaScript features such as timeouts (setTimeout), message
passing (postMessage), the channel messaging API, and CSS version 3 animations. The mere fact that
we can create timers out of the JavaScript API, and specifically, elements that were never designed to
create a timer, is already interesting. However, the resolution of these timers remains lower than the
one of performance.now(), rendering their usage anecdotal.

However, SharedArrayBuffer, an extension of webworkers, experimental at the time but now fully
supported, can be used to create a truly high-resolution timer. This shared resource provides a way to
build a real counting thread with a negligible overhead compared to a message passing approach. This
already raised concerns with respect to the creation of a high-resolution clock [98]. In this method,
one worker continuously increments the value of the buffer without checking for any events on the
event queue. The main thread simply reads the current value from the shared buffer and uses it as a
high-resolution timestamp. The resulting resolution is close to the resolution of the native timestamp
counter. On our Intel Core i5-6200U test machine, we achieve a resolution of up to 2 ns.
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3.1.1.3 Impact on micro-architectural attacks
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Figure 3.3: Histogram for cache hits and cache misses in a browser, using SharedArrayBuffer as a
timer.

Figure 3.3 shows the timing difference between cache hits and cache misses, measured with the
SharedArrayBuffer method. The ability to measure this timing difference is the building block of all
cache attacks. This revives the attack of Oren et al. [115], which was only mitigated by clamping
performance.now(). SharedArrayBuffer is now fully supported by all major browsers and became
the de facto timing method for micro-architectural attacks in browsers.

3.1.2 Evolution of JavaScript’s timers in browsers

While we responsibly reported our findings on the insecurity of clamping performance.now() resolu-
tion tomost major browser vendors in 2017, nothing changedwith respect to timers until the beginning
of 2018, with the disclosure of Spectre [90]. In the sheer panic that followed from vendors ranging from
CPU vendors to browser vendors, timers were “fixed” several times in the course of a fewmonths. With
Thomas Rokicki, who started this work as a master student and followed as a PhD student, and Pierre
Laperdrix, we started investigating how timers evolved, and crucially, the impact of these changes in
terms of security. The work presented hereafter has been published in:

Thomas Rokicki, Clémentine Maurice, and Pierre Laperdrix. “SoK: In Search of Lost Time: A
Review of JavaScript’s Timers in Browsers”. In: EuroS&P. 2021

It is important to understand the context in order to understand the choices that have been made
by browser vendors. Spectre is not a side-channel attack, but rather a transient execution attack. While
we will not delve into the details of this attack, one important aspect to understand is that it is far more
dangerous than side-channel attacks, as it can leak information from the browser’s memory such as
passwords and session cookies [135]. Another important aspect is that countermeasures are different
from side-channel attacks. Timers still play an important role, but such attacks can also be mitigated
by appropriate isolation.

This explains the immediate and drastic decisions that were made at the beginning of 2018. Fig-
ure 3.4 shows the changes to performance.now() resolution from 2015 to 2022.

3.1.2.1 Isolation

Isolation is a staple of web security. Separating resources and communication between contexts reduce
the threat surface drastically. The same-origin policy [48] has been a major security feature of the web
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2015 2016 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Spectre [90]

The spy
in the sandbox

[115]

Chrome ≤ 43
resolution:
∼10 ns

Chrome 44
resolution:

5 µs

Chrome 64
resolution
+ jitter:
100 µs

Chrome 72
resolution
+ jitter:
5 µs

Chrome 92
& COOP/COEP:

resolution:
5 µs and jitter,

SharedArrayBuffer enabled.

Firefox ≤ 40
resolution:
∼10 ns

Firefox 41
resolution:

5 µs

Firefox 79
& COOP/COEP:

resolution:
20 µs

Firefox 60
resolution + jitter: 1ms

Firefox 59
resolution: 2ms

Firefox 57.0.4
resolution:

20 µs

Figure 3.4: Timeline of JavaScript timers in browsers, from 2015 to 2022.

for years, well before Spectre. An origin is defined by the tuple (Protocol, Port, Host). The same-origin
policy restricts read access to resources loaded from a different origin. This means that data from one
website, e.g., authentication cookies, are not accessible from another website loaded in another tab.
This countermeasure aims at mitigating, among others, attacks using browser resources, but it has no
impact on other types of timing attacks such as micro-architectural attacks, including side-channel
attacks and transient execution attacks. Two novel isolation mechanisms were developed in the wake
of Spectre: Site Isolation and COOP/COEP.

Site Isolation In response to transient execution attacks, Chrome developed a new security measure
called Site Isolation [126], which forces each website, defined by the tuple (Protocol, Host), to
run in a specific process, not shared with other websites. This prevents an attacker to access
the mapped memory space of another website and mitigates the effect of some JavaScript-based
transient execution attacks by preventing access—including transient—to out-of-bound informa-
tion. This feature was deployed in Chrome 67 and is deployed in Firefox desktop since version
95 under the code name “Project Fission” [173].

COOP/COEP Site Isolation was extended with the introduction of the Cross-Origin Embedder Policy
(COEP) and Cross-Origin Opener Policy (COOP) [19]. COOP ensures that a top-level window
is isolated from other documents by putting them in a different browsing context group. COEP
complements COOP by forcing the browser to only load trusted resources. Both COOP and
COEP rely on policies defined through HTTP headers and they were both added in Firefox 79
and Chrome 83 [49, 50].

3.1.2.2 Impact on timers

The impact on timers has been twofold, and coupled with the changes in isolation over several months:
a first short-term change has been to lower even more the timer resolution and add jitter, and a second
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medium-term change has been the addition of the isolation countermeasures and, subsequently, the
re-appearance of high-resolution timers.

Mozilla first clamped performance.now() to a resolution of 20 µs in Firefox 57.0.4 [163] then fur-
thermore to 2ms in Firefox 59 [36]. However, such drastic countermeasures also had an impact on web
development [38]. Browser vendors then introduced jitter to performance.now() in order to prevent
clock interpolation: Firefox 60 set the resolution to 1ms and added a jitter of 1ms range [37, 47], while
Chrome 64 set the resolution to 100 µs with a jitter of 100 µs [94].

Because of the security added by Site Isolation, most browsers have re-allowed high-resolution
timers under certain conditions. Since Chrome 72, performance.now() has a resolution of 5 µs with
a jitter of 5 µs under Site Isolation (which is present by default), whereas, since Firefox 79, it has a
resolution of 20 µs without jitter, only when COOP/COEP is activated [35, 114].

The jitter being higher than the needed resolution for timing attacks, it is no longer possible to use
performance.now() interpolation. However, jitter only creates statistical protection against timing
attacks.

Clock amplification By repeating the measurement, an attacker can average the results and reduce
the impact of jitter. This amplification allows an attacker to recover a higher resolution. Ampli-
fying the results by repeating measurements is, however, not adapted to all attacks. Specifically,
it only works when the attacker controls the event that creates the timing difference. For in-
stance, in the case of a covert channel, the attacker can recreate the conditions for the same
measurement several times.

An attentive reader will note that we are discussing the impact of changes on timers, after con-
cluding a few pages before that the highest-resolution timer was, in fact, SharedArrayBuffer, i.e., not
a proper timer. These changes have therefore no impact on SharedArrayBuffer. SharedArrayBuffer
has been disabled by default in Chrome 60 and Firefox 57.0.4 to mitigate Spectre. With the introduction
of mitigations to transient execution attacks, they have been re-enabled, and continue to be supported
to this day.

We performed a longitudinal study of performance.now() interpolation, performance.now() am-
plification, and SharedArrayBuffer. Advances in isolation are a great step forward in terms of security,
but are not sufficient alone to mitigate the vast majority of timing attacks. We conclude that the recent
increase of timer resolution coupled with the reactivation of SharedArrayBuffer represents a massive
step back in security where contention-based side-channel attacks can be run in similar conditions to
the ones in 2015, i.e., unmitigated.

3.2 Port contention side channels in browsers

Cache attacks are starting to be well understood, including in browsers. DuringThomas Rokicki’s PhD,
and with Yossi Oren and Marina Botvinnik from Ben Gurion University (Israel), we were interested in
exploring the attack surface of web browsers in terms of micro-architectural attacks, and investigating
port contention attacks. The work presented hereafter has been published in:

Thomas Rokicki, Clémentine Maurice, Marina Botvinnik, and Yossi Oren. “Port Contention
Goes Portable: Port Contention Side Channels in Web Browsers”. In: ASIACCS. 2022

Port contention side-channel attacks have been introduced by Aldaya et al. [10]. This attack on
Intel CPUs is based on port contention, where CPU ports act as a bottleneck in the execution pipeline.
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Figure 3.5: Execution engine of an Intel CPU (Figure modified from [10]).

By sharing ports with the victim, the attacker can exploit timing differences caused by the contention
of different instructions.

When compared to cache attacks such as Prime+Probe, native port contention attacks offer better
speed and spatial resolution, do not require a complex cache profiling step, and are more resistant
to noise. Mounting a port contention attack in a browser setting, therefore, delivers an advantage to
attackers. Performing such an attack, however, is far from trivial. Port contention requires an attacker
process that is co-located with the victim on the same processor core and executes assembly language
instructions carefully chosen to conflict with the victim’s instructions. This is highly challenging in a
web browser environment:

C1 In this setting, the attacker’s code is written in a highly-abstracted language that is translated into
machine code by a just-in-time compiler.

C2 The attacker has no control over the physical core selected by the browser to execute the attack.
C3 Finally, web-based timers have a lower resolution than native hardware-based timers, increasing

the attacker’s measurement noise.

We will not delve into C3, as we already covered timers in the previous section.

3.2.1 Porting port contention side channels in browsers

Tackling C1. We use WebAssembly, an open-sourced binary instruction format designed to be de-
ployed on the web. It functions as a low-level, assembly-like, program. It supports two main formats:
binary, which is directly interpretable by the engine, and the text format, human-readable format, al-
lowing to read and modify compiled WebAssembly code. We develop PC-detector, a Selenium-based
framework to dynamically detect and characterize the port usage of WebAssembly instructions. Out
of 100 WebAssembly instructions evaluated, we have found 21 causing contention on P1 or P5.
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Tackling C2. We perform our attack on multiple cores simultaneously by using the Web Workers
API, JavaScript multi-threading implementation, which creates a sub-thread running in a different
process. This lets the attacker create as many attacker processes as physical cores, and as they all have
a high workload, they are spread to different physical cores by the operating system scheduler. Then,
one of the attacker processes runs on the same core as the victim process, able to monitor it.
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Figure 3.6: Port 1 contention experiment on i64.ctz for 1 000 000 instructions.

Proof of concept. Figure 3.6 shows a proof-of-concept illustrating the contention on P1 caused by
the WebAssembly i64.ctz instruction. In this experiment, we time the execution of 1 000 000 We-
bAssembly i64.ctz instructions. In parallel, we run a sender program written in native code and
pinned to the same physical core. In the P1 contention experiment, the native sender runs the Intel
instruction crc32 in a loop. This assembly language instruction is known to cause contention on P1.
In the control experiment, the native sender runs a simple loop designed not to cause port contention.
As the figure shows, the timings measured during the P1 contention experiment are on average 5%
higher than the control experiment, allowing us to distinguish the two distributions.

3.2.2 Security impact

Webuilt two different attacks to evaluate port contention in browsers: a side-channel attack on artificial
targets (to evaluate the spatial resolution), and a covert channel (to evaluate the temporal resolution).

Side-channel attack. Our synthetic and generic example, implemented in native assembly code,
executes instructions creating contention either on P1 (popcnt) or P5 (vpbroadcastd), depending on a
secret bit. It shows how a program, which execution depends on secret information, is vulnerable to
WebAssembly port contention. The victim process is an unprivileged native process. The attacker is
a JavaScript and WebAssembly script, running inside the browser’s sandbox. In our implementation,
an attacker, running code inside the browser’s sandbox, monitors the victim’s execution with a spatial
resolution of 1024 native instructions, i.e., 3072 bytes. This spatial resolution is of the same order of
magnitude as othermicroarchitectural attacks in the browser, e.g., Prime+Probe, which has a resolution
of a cache set (typically 12 to 20 cache lines), i.e., 1280 bytes on our system.

Covert channel. We then evaluate our covert channel in different scenarios:

Native-to-web A native sender running unprivileged C code with a receiver inside the JavaScript
sandbox. This covert channel has a bit rate of 200 bps (1% error rate) without noise, 120 bps (3%
error rate) when running stress -m 2, and 25 bps (5% error rate) when running stress -m 3.
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We observe that the performance only drops when a noisy thread runs on a physical core shared
either by the clock or the receiver (i.e., with stress on 3 cores). This is a difference from cache
attacks, which are affected by any noise on the cache, regardless of the core.

VM-to-web A native sender running inside a virtual machine with a receiver inside the JavaScript
sandbox on the host. This covert channel has a bit rate of 80 bps without noise. The main differ-
ence from the native-to-web scenario is that the sender cannot know nor control which core it
is running on, which presents an additional difficulty.

Cross-browser Both the sender and the receiver are inside the JavaScript sandbox. This covert chan-
nel has a bit rate of 200 bps without noise. In this scenario, the sender also cannot know nor
control which core it is running on.

3.3 Discussion

More and more applications are moving to Web-based services. Web applications ease initial deploy-
ment (no need for installation), updates (server side pushes new code), and portability (compilation
happens just in time). This process is enabled by recent advances in browser technology with new fea-
tures previously only available to native software. At the same time, we have shown that side-channel
attacks can be performed inside the JavaScript sandbox, thereby increasing the side channel attack
surface. Indeed, an attacker now does not have to install malware on the victim’s system, but merely
just needs to lure their victim to a malicious website (or on a website with malicious advertisement),
and push seemingly arbitrary code to a large user base.

These attacks are very hard to patch from the perspective of browser vendors, as the root cause
lies several abstraction layers below the browser. One, if not the only, leverage is timers, as a high-
resolution timer is a pre-requisite for all micro-architectural attacks. However, as new features are
pushed to browsers — such as SharedArrayBuffer objects that allow concurrency in JavaScript and
are therefore very useful to web developers —, they get repurposed by attackers to create new high-
resolution timers that evade countermeasures.

Ultimately, I believe it is fair to say that there will always be resource contention side channels
visible from browsers, and that will need to be able to live with it at the browser level. One avenue to
better protect sensitive information is the ability to better isolate secrets in hardware, and better coor-
dination between hardware and software. The interplay between micro-architecture and web browsers
is something that we will continue to explore in the next few years with the ANR-DFG PRCI project
FACADES (“Fingerprinting And CPU Attack and Defense Exploration from browser Scripts”), with the
Spirals group and colleagues from CISPA and Saarland University in Germany.

Limitations
As browsers are ever-changing, at an even faster pace than CPUs, the precise results of these
studies will not necessarily hold for future browser versions. In all our work, we aim at creating
frameworks that will be reusable to reproduce our results in the future. An example is the
PC-detector framework, designed to characterize the port usage of WebAssembly instructions:
between the submission of the article and the camera ready, WebAssembly had released more
instructions, which we were able to characterize as well and add to the article swiftly.
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Chapter 4

Conclusions and perspectives

A ship in port is safe; but that is not what
ships are built for.

Grace Murray Hopper

4.1 Main results

My research revolves around micro-architectural security. In this manuscript, we have first tackled
the research question “What are the vulnerable components, and how to use them to leak secret data?”
by working very close to the hardware, which involves reverse-engineering undocumented micro-
architectural components and building novel side channels (Chapter 2). We uncovered two novel side
channels in DRAM and AMD cache way predictor. DRAM side-channel attacks have pushed the enve-
lope in terms of attacker model in micro-architectural attacks, as it was the first one — and still one of
the very rare — where an attacker does not require to be co-located on the same CPU as their victim,
e.g., in dual socket systems. The AMD cache way predictor is also a good target for attackers, as it
allows stealthier attacks that do not induce last-level-cache evictions. Finally, we refined a cache side
channel by modeling the ring interconnect. This showed the viability of the Flush+Flush attack on the
last-level cache, as it is not as prone to noise as the original work suggested.

Second, we tackled the research question “What are the vulnerable pieces of software, and what are
the different attack deliveries?” by working much higher in terms of abstraction layers, and investigat-
ing the applicability of side channels in web browsers (Chapter 3). We have shown that clamping the
resolution of timers does not prevent attacks that rely on high-resolution timers, and that the advances
in isolation and subsequent increase in timer resolution represented a massive step back in the protec-
tion against contention-based side channels. We have also demonstrated that CPU port contention
attacks can be ported to Web browsers and are less vulnerable to noise than cache attacks, with a
faster bit rate.

These two research directions have emerged since the end of my PhD — when micro-architectural
security was mostly a matter of cryptanalysis, and caches were the main side-channel vector that was
studied — to now. This research paved the way for a better understanding of the attack surface in terms
of hardware — no, no micro-architectural component is spared by side-channel attacks —, and in terms
of attack delivery — yes, the web is concerned too.

This research has been a collaborative endeavor, with my students and my colleagues around the
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world. While manuscript redaction has been a relatively solitary experience, the results presented here
could not have happened all by myself. Collaborations are at the heart of this research if only by the
range of expertise they require: security, micro-architecture, operating systems, software, cryptogra-
phy, web… I am very happy and thankful to have met so many skillful students and colleagues — and
last but not least, to have shared so many coffees and laughs, essential fuel for good research.

4.2 Perspectives

Among other things, there are three research directions that I would like to pursue in the next years.

Automated detection and correction of side-channel vulnerabilities. Until now, my research
has focused on both how to extract information from micro-architectural components, and on the
delivery of the attacks, but not on finding side-channel vulnerabilities in software, which is another
crucial aspect for end-to-end attacks.

In recent years, and especially since 2017, there has been a trend to try to automatize the detec-
tion of side-channel vulnerabilities [21, 25, 26, 34, 41, 42, 52, 66, 87, 113, 127, 147, 149, 164, 165, 166,
172], with many open sourced tools. However, in the same time, there has been no shortage of novel
vulnerabilities found (mostly manually) in cryptographic libraries [10, 11, 12, 18, 31, 32, 44, 61, 65, 79,
121, 133, 134, 156], despite the fact that constant-time programming is a well-known paradigm that is
(tentatively) applied in all major libraries.

This paradox has been studied by Jancar et al. [86] to understand the awareness and usage of auto-
mated detection tools by developers of cryptographic libraries. This study found that all 44 participants,
developers of 27 popular cryptographic libraries or primitives, were aware of timing attacks, but many
do not have a systematic approach to address them. Participants of this study cite the lack of usability
of formal analysis tools, perceiving them as requiring too much effort for the guarantees. However,
they were more positive about dynamic instrumentation tools like ctgrind.

The question of usability should therefore be a major concern when designing tools, while most
of the time, mainly the number of new vulnerabilities found is taken into account in scientific publica-
tions. Another problem rises during the evaluation of these tools: there does not exist any reference
benchmark to compare them, which is problematic even when tools are open-sourced. Finally, the eval-
uation of these tools is mostly done on cryptographic primitives, while the most recent vulnerabilities
found in the wild concern either protocols or cryptographic modules such as random number gener-
ation, secret key generation, or key parsing. It is therefore unclear whether an automated detection
tool would have found these vulnerabilities, and highlights the need for scalability.

I would like to focus on these issues that impede practical and impactful results as of now. My
objective is first to create a reference benchmark to compare detection tools against each other. Second,
an in-depth evaluation should highlight the strengths and limitations of existing tools, uncoverwhether
the tools are able to find manually found vulnerabilities on protocols or cryptographic modules, and
expose features that might be missing from existing tools. Similar endeavors have already been started
by Barbosa et al. [22] around formal verification tools for the design, analysis, and implementation of
cryptography, and by Buhan et al. [39] around automated leakage detection of physical side channels.
However, the tools we consider are different, as is their evaluation method. From there, I believe that
we will see more approaches that aim at automatically protecting or repairing libraries vulnerable to
side channels, in the vein of Borello et al. [29] or Rane et al. [124].

One open question is how to protect software against side-channel attacks like Hertzbleed [167],
i.e., frequency side channels. Under certain circumstances, the CPU frequency depends on the data
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being processed due to dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS). Wang et al. show an attack on
a constant time implementation of SIKE, a post-quantum key encapsulation mechanism. One thing
to note is that the threat model is the same as other micro-architectural attacks, but Hertzbleed can
exploit software that was previously believed to be secure.

Side-channel attacks and fingerprinting. Fingerprinting can be seen as a class of side-channel
attacks. Both find their origins in the numerous abstraction layers in complex systems and the imple-
mentation of complex standards. For a side-channel attack, an attacker tries to retrieve an inaccessible
secret while using non-functional information (e.g., execution timing) to leak a secret. For fingerprint-
ing, an attacker tries to retrieve or construct a unique identifier while using attributes that depend
on the software and hardware configuration of the machine on which the web page is displayed. In
both cases, an attacker relies on auxiliary information on the program’s execution, whether it is a
cryptographic library or displaying a web page.

In the state of the art, the vast majority of fingerprinting techniques are based on attributes sent
by the browser itself [96, 97]. My objective is to infer hardware characteristics from side channels
via micro-benchmarks, instead of querying static attributes from the browser API. This is a research
direction that I want to pursue since the end of my PhD and that I finally started to work on. With
a collaboration between the Spirals group, Ben Gurion University (Israel), and Adelaide University
(Australia), we studied the GPU as a source of hardware fingerprinting [95]. In this work, we have
shown that the difference in execution time between different execution units in individual GPUs can
serve as a unique and robust fingerprint. With my PhD student Thomas Rokicki and Michael Schwarz
from CISPA (Germany), we also investigated the difference in mapping between µops and CPU ports,
which changes from one CPU generation to another [132]. This as well can serve as a fingerprint, albeit
less unique.

I believe there is still a lot of interesting work in that direction. One key point to be able to use
side-channel fingerprinting is that, contrary to browser API attributes, the result of micro-benchmarks
varies (even if slightly) from one execution to another. Therefore, current techniques that hash the
fingerprint will fail at properly linking the same device, as the hashes will differ from one execution to
another. We therefore need to quantify the reliability that is needed in a side-channel fingerprinting
method, and to design new approaches to link these hardware fingerprints.

This is a project I will lead within the Spirals group, and with the help of the international project
ANR-DFG FACADES with our colleagues from CISPA and the Saarland University in Germany. In-
deed, several members in the Spirals group are experts in browser fingerprinting, and developed and
maintained the AmIUnique platform1 to study the impact of fingerprinting on a large scale.

Towards more reproducible micro-architectural attacks. Another research direction close to
my heart is the reproducibility of micro-architectural attacks. Although these attacks are entirely
software-based and several techniques are now known to improve the reproducibility of software ex-
periments, e.g., by using containers such as Docker, these techniques do not solve a number of problems
specific to micro-architectural attacks. Indeed, many parameters, both software and hardware, influ-
ence the success or failure of an attack, e.g., the CPU frequency, the cache organization, the version
and optimizations of the compiler, and the deployment of particular countermeasures on the target
machine. It is therefore not uncommon for code that works on one machine to produce different re-
sults on another, with no easy way of identifying the root cause. Another related problem is that the

1https://amiunique.org/
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complexity of micro-architecture increases generation after generation and that a vulnerability is some-
times linked to a micro-architectural component that is only available on a few models of machines,
and therefore not necessarily within the reach of all researchers in the field.

This profoundly impacts the research domain, because it may be that some of the underlying as-
sumptions about a vulnerability turn out to be wrong — in other words, we have built an attack, but
we think it depends on a different component than it actually does. It is also complex or impossible
to vary some parameters (especially hardware ones) on a machine to test multiple configurations or
develop a new countermeasure.

With the national project ANR ARCHI-SEC, we propose to use the gem5 simulator to overcome
some of these problems. This is a completely new direction in this field where simulators are only
used to model new hardware countermeasures. The use of a simulator for hardware-related attacks
is not trivial, because the processor must be faithful to reality, and the complexity and the lack of
documentation can be detrimental to this. Nevertheless, with Pierre Ayoub, master student at the time
and now PhD student, we have started to carry out experiments that are so far rather conclusive on
the use of gem5 [20]. An interesting point that was raised during this study was the usefulness of
visualization techniques (of the CPU pipeline in this case) during the reproduction of attacks. It would
be very interesting to continue this visualization effort for other components, such as the cache or the
branch predictor, to better understand and facilitate the development of attacks. We can also imagine
the creation of a reference benchmark of attacks available to the community. Finally, I would like to
study countermeasures in this context of a controlled environment where it is easier to change some
parameters than on a physical machine.

Reproducibility is also an aspect that I try to push forward in the international security commu-
nity since 2019. I have indeed created the first Artifact Evaluation at the WOOT workshop in 2019
(Workshop on Offensive Technologies, co-located with the USENIX Security Symposium at the time),
being then Program Chair. An Artifact Evaluation allows, after the acceptance of the papers by the
program committee, to validate, by another committee, that the artifacts submitted by the authors are
consistent with the paper, complete, well documented, and easy to reuse. An article that passes this
evaluation then earns one or multiple badges. This practice has been common for several years in
some computer science communities, for example in software engineering, but was then still almost
non-existent in the computer security community. I continued my involvement by being a co-chair of
the Artifact Evaluation of USENIX Security Symposium, one of the top four international conferences
in the field, for the 2021 and 2022 editions. These are the second and third editions respectively. In this
third edition, we have improved the process to encourage authors to submit better-quality artifacts.
Indeed, the conference only offered one badge to indicate that an artifact had passed the evaluation.
We aligned ourselves with ACM, which offers three badges to indicate that an artifact: 1) is available
online; 2) is functional; 3) can reproduce the results of the paper. We also introduced a standardized
appendix allowing authors to describe their artifact and how it works. These two actions required a
very important time investment from us because it is a new process for the organizers as well as for the
authors and reviewers. To continue my actions on reproducibility, I am also a member of the Software
and Source Codes College from the Committee for Open Sciences of the French Higher Education and
Research Ministry (Ministère de l’enseignement supérieur et de la recherche).
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Software related to my research from
October 2015 to January 2023

The following is a list of prototype software related to my research, since my PhD in October 2015. I
have not written a lot of code, but I participated to their design and evaluation.

▶ https://github.com/IAIK/rowhammerjs – [73]
▶ https://github.com/IAIK/flush_flush – [74]
▶ https://github.com/IAIK/armageddon – [101]
▶ https://github.com/IAIK/drama – [122]
▶ https://github.com/vusec/drammer – [158]
▶ https://github.com/IAIK/prefetch – [72]
▶ https://github.com/IAIK/CJAG – [107]
▶ https://github.com/IAIK/KAISER – [70]
▶ https://github.com/IAIK/interruptjs – [100]
▶ https://github.com/IAIK/keydrown – [140]
▶ https://pierreay.github.io/reproduce-spectre-gem5/ – [20]
▶ https://github.com/MIAOUS-group/calibration-done-right – [54]
▶ https://github.com/thomasrokicki/in-search-of-lost-time – [131]
▶ https://github.com/drawnapart/drawnapart – [95]
▶ https://github.com/MIAOUS-group/web-port-contention – [130]
▶ https://github.com/MIAOUS-group/port-contention-without-smt – [132]
▶ https://github.com/MIAOUS-group/CacheObserver – [55]
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Appendices

Experimental setups and reverse-engineering for DRAMmapping

Table 4.1: Experimental setups.

CPU / SoC Micro-architecture DRAM

i5-2540M Sandy Bridge DDR3
i5-3230M Ivy Bridge DDR3
i7-3630QM Ivy Bridge DDR3
i7-4790 Haswell DDR3
i7-6700K Skylake DDR4
2x Xeon E5-2630 v3 Haswell-EP DDR4
Samsung Exynos 5 Dual ARMv7 LDDDR3
Samsung Exynos 7420 ARMv8-A LPDDR4
Qualcomm Snapdragon S4 Pro ARMv7 LPDDR2
Qualcomm Snapdragon 800 ARMv7 LPDDR3
Qualcomm Snapdragon 820 ARMv8-A LPDDR3
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Table 4.2: Reverse engineered DRAM mapping on all platforms and configurations we analyzed via
physical probing or via software analysis. These tables list the bits of the physical address that are
XORed. For instance, for the entry (13, 17) we have a13 ⊕ a17.

(a) DDR3

CPU Ch. DIMM/Ch. BA0 BA1 BA2 Rank DIMM Channel

Sandy Bridge 1 1 13, 17 14, 18 15, 19 16 - -
Sandy Bridge [146] 2 1 14, 18 15, 19 16, 20 17 - 6

Ivy Bridge/Haswell

1 1 13, 17 14, 18 16, 20 15, 19 - -
1 2 13, 18 14, 19 17, 21 16, 20 15 -
2 1 14, 18 15, 19 17, 21 16, 20 - 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 18, 19
2 2 14, 19 15, 20 18, 22 17, 21 16 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 18, 19

(b) DDR4

CPU Ch. DIMM/Ch. BG0 BG1 BA0 BA1 Rank CPU Channel

Skylake† 2 1 7, 14 15, 19 17, 21 18, 22 16, 20 - 8, 9, 12, 13, 18, 19

2x Haswell-EP 1 1 6, 22 19, 23 20, 24 21, 25 14 7, 17 -
(interleaved) 2 1 6, 23 20, 24 21, 25 22, 26 15 7, 17 8, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26

2x Haswell-EP 1 1 6, 21 18, 22 19, 23 20, 24 13 - -
(non-interleaved) 2 1 6, 22 19, 23, 20, 24 21, 25 14 - 7, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26

(c) LPDDR2

CPU Ch. BA0 BA1 BA2 Rank Channel

Qualcomm Snapdragon S4 Pro† 1 13 14 15 10 -

(d) LPDDR3

CPU Ch. BA0 BA1 BA2 Rank Channel

Samsung Exynos 5 Dual† 1 13 14 15 7 -

Qualcomm Snapdragon 800/820† 1 13 14 15 10 -

(e) LPDDR4

CPU Ch. BA0 BA1 BA2 Rank Channel

Samsung Exynos 7420† 2 14 15 16 8, 13 7, 12

† Software analysis only. Labeling of functions is based on results of other platforms.
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Experimental setups and reverse-engineering for AMD cache way pre-
dictor

Table 4.3: Tested CPUs with their micro-architecture and whether they have a way predictor (WP).

Setup CPU Micro-architecture WP

Lab AMD Athlon 64 X2 3800+ K8
Lab AMD Turion II Neo N40L K10
Lab AMD Phenom II X6 1055T K10
Lab AMD E-450 Bobcat
Lab AMD Athlon 5350 Jaguar
Lab AMD FX-4100 Bulldozer
Lab AMD FX-8350 Piledriver
Lab AMD A10-7870K Steamroller
Lab AMD Ryzen Threadripper 1920X Zen
Lab AMD Ryzen Threadripper 1950X Zen
Lab AMD Ryzen Threadripper 1700X Zen
Lab AMD Ryzen Threadripper 2970WX Zen+
Lab AMD Ryzen 7 3700X Zen 2

Cloud AMD EPYC 7401p Zen
Cloud AMD EPYC 7571 Zen

… 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 …

f1
f2
f3

f4
f5
f6
f7
f8

(a) Zen, Zen+, Zen 2

… 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 …

f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6
f7
f8

(b) Bulldozer, Piledriver, Steamroller

Figure 4.1: The recovered hash functions use bits 12 to 27 of the virtual address to compute the µTag.
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